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INFINITE WHONIVERSES- 

 
TRIUMPH OF THE 

DALEKS 
 

EPISODE 7- TWILIGHT OF THE DALEKs 
 

 
The Doctor reeled from watching himself die. It did not matter 
that it was a Cyberman from an Alternate Reality; it was still a 
horrible thing to witness. 
He felt the stun gun in his hand, which Maxian had given him, 
while his right held the Key to Time. There was still so much to 
do.  He turned away from the prone body of his alternate self 
and glanced at Star, who was at the Console, while Maxian and 
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The Master stared daggers at each other.  Without a word, he 
lifting the Stun gun and shot both of them. Star looked surprised. 
“Why?” She asked. He shrugged. “I don’t trust either of them, 
after that little revelation.” He put the gun down and held up 
the cube. “Connect this to navigation. Analyse all Inter-
Dimensional pathways.” She took the cube as the central Column 
unfolded, placing it in the centre, which then returned to its 
normal configuration. 
“Now what?” She asked.  He leaned forward at the console, 
studying the readings around the Gateway, dozens of vessels still 
pouring out. 
“Any chance we could close that?” He asked. 
“No chance at all, sweetpea.” A voice from the far corner said. 
Then what looked like a Teenage Girl emerged from the shadows 
and sauntered over. Colourful was an understatement. Not only 
was she dressed in darker blue jeans and a purple top, with a 
purple jacket, but her hair was lighter blue with purple 
highlights. 
“Wotcha,” she said by way of greeting. “Yeah, I know the purple 
overdoes it, but what’s an Earth girl to do, like?” 
The Doctor raised his eyebrows and shook his head. “You’re no 
Earth Girl; you’re The Guardian in Humanoid form, aren’t you?” 
She nodded. “In style, baby!” She paused, taking a swallow. “I 
AM Z’Torinanakothon!” She coughed. “Cor blimey, Jimbo, guess 
the Human larynx ain’t cut out for deep booming. You can call 
this bit of me Tori.” 
The Doctor stared hard at her. 
“So what can you do to help us then?” He asked. 
She peered round at the scanner screen, grinning like a Cheshire 
Cat. 
“Already taken care of Doc.” She told him. He turned round as 
Star gasped.  
The entire TimeDalek fleet jumped in and engaged the Centuroid 
Armada; ships exploding all over the system, though the Monks 
planetoid was surrounded by a Forcefield, its defences 
destroying either race that dared attack. 
He nodded, turning back to face Tori. 
“Good enough, for now. But what if the Centuroids defeat the 
Daleks, or vice versa?” 
She began to answer when a moan from the floor distracted 
them. The CyberDoctor began to groan, and then glowed 
slightly. 
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“Is he Regenerating?” Star asked. The CyberDoctor got up. 
“Oh, that is NOT a Geronimo moment!” He commentated. 
“How is Regeneration even possible for a Cyberman?” The 
Doctor asked him. 
“No idea, even though I’ve got a craving for fish fingers and 
custard, what’s that about? Anyway, what have I missed?” 
They showed him the battle raging between the two fleets. 
“That’s not going to stop them. Your fancy-type Daleks might 
last a bit longer than mine did, but they’ll be overrun soon 
enough.” 
The Doctor did not share that bleak assessment, especially since 
the scanner showed something else on its way from Gallifrey. 
“Maybe not, here comes the Game Changer.” He told them. 
 
A Titanic golden and silver Pyramid-shaped TimeStation 
materialised directly above the planet, Petra appearing on an 
open channel. 
“This is Cardinal Petra commanding the Grand Timestation 
Rassilon to all vessels. Surrender, or be obliterated.” 
The result was predictable as both fleets veered to attack. Then 
the space around it shimmered as other Gallifreyan ships 
materialised. BattleTARDIS’s, WarSIDRAT’s, Paradox Frigates, 
BlackHole Carriers, Bowships, Temporal Destroyers and Time 
Cruisers attacked and began to tear both fleets apart. 
Then, even as the tide turned, Petra noticed the hole at the edge 
of the universe suddenly contract and purple tentacles 
appeared. 
 
Star had noticed it to and informed the others, including 
Maxian, who had woken and was binding The Master. 
The Doctor apologised for shooting him. “I wasn’t sure what to 
make of your reunion.” 
Maxian grimaced. “It was a short-lived acquaintance. I was one 
of the Triad of Observers when Koschei undertook his initiation 
as a Novice and stood before The Untempered Schism.” 
Tori smiled. “Here I come, well the main part of me anyway. I’m 
an offshoot; a daughter maybe would be how you would 
understand it.” She explained as the entire region lit up, a 
whirlwind howling, sweeping up both TimeDalek and Centuroid 
fleets into the hole, though the Timelord fleet was unaffected. 
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The same happened on Gallifrey. Romana watched as every 
Dalek, even from inside Omega City, vanished. 
The war for Gallifrey was over. 
 
Once the fleet had returned home, the Doctor called for an 
Emergency Session of the High Council and every Gallifreyan to 
also attend. He even made an effort, donning scarlet robes and 
carrying the Rod Of Rassilon. He stood on the Dais of the 
Panopticon when Gold Usher gave him the scroll with President 
Elleryn’s Resignation Honours List, which he knew for certain 
did not contain Goth’s name. 
He surveyed the crowded six-sided Panopticon hall. For the first 
time in an eon it was completely packed, even the galleries 
above were thronged with Timelords, ordinary Gallifreyans, 
Sheboogans, Low-towners, Outsiders and representatives from 
every community across the planet. 
“After the turmoil of the last few days, I have decided to 
withdraw my nomination for the Candidacy of the Presidency.” 
He held up a hand to still the murmurs of disquiet that had 
begun. 
“President Elleryn Eldhind-Pandar had named his actual 
successor, which Chancellor Goth knew and withheld this.” He 
held up the scroll for all to see, then broke the seal and unrolled 
it. “Two promotions I’d like to highlight are Cardinal Borusa to 
Vice-Chancellor, and General Lorrion to Admiral of Gallifreyan 
Security, both posts created to oversee better co-operation and 
transparency between the Celestial Intervention Agency, the 
Bureau of Temporal Affairs, the Chancellery Guard and 
TimeRanger Division. 
There were others he has honoured, but the Successor he names 
is High-Cardinal Petracalia-zandar of House Eldax-Oakdown.” 
There was a collected gasp of surprise which rippled through the 
hall. Then the crowd parted as Petra walked up onto the Dais 
and stood beside The Doctor. He handed her the scroll and Rod, 
then bowed and stepped down, leaving her in the hands of Gold 
Usher who swore her into the Office of President of Gallifrey. 
They all bowed and showed reverence, then as one they gave an 
almighty cheer that shook the Panopticon roof. 
 
After he had changed, The Doctor entered the Presidential suite 
and activated the Transmat booth, stepping out into the Tomb of 
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Rassilon. He stood silent before the Bier until he felt a powerful 
presence behind him. 
“My Lord Rassilon,” he said, turning to bow to the Man in white, 
the resplendent figure he had seen in the Matrix. Rassilon 
himself, the First Custodian and Guardian of Gallifrey. Rassilon 
motioned with his silver gauntlet. 
“So, you learned the Truth. What now?” 
The Doctor considered his answer carefully, then shrugged. 
“I am in my Final Incarnation. Even without the Matrix, I may 
have learned it in my seventh or eighth life. I suppose I should 
thank you. Will you allow me to go on my quest?” 
They studied each other, then Rassilon nodded. 
“I shall look forward to hearing of your progress, ‘Doctor’. In the   
meantime, a little Thankyou gift is in order for safeguarding 
Gallifrey.” 
He lifted the gauntlet, a golden glow emanating, which spat out 
and enveloped The Doctor. He staggered, then righted himself, 
smiling. 
“Oh that was a buzz! Thank you My Lord, a new Regeneration 
cycle will be most beneficial.” He bowed, then turned and left 
via the Transmat booth. 
 
Rassilon stared after him, hoping he had made the right 
decision. The Daleks were not the final enemy, that was certain. 
There was still so much to do. He faded, as if he had never been 
there. 
And the Tomb was silent once again. 
 
Romana trod carefully as she walked through the empty streets 
of Arcadia. She hated the eerie quietness, broken only by her 
footsteps. Scattered clothing, armour and various sundry objects 
strewn all over were the only sign that anyone had ever been 
there. The death toll had been horrifying, but had galvanised the 
whole of Gallifrey into action. 
A noise broke her reverie. She looked over to see The Doctor 
walk over to join her. 
“There will be laughter and life in these streets once again, I 
promise you.” He said. 
She nodded, then realised something. 
“Shouldn’t you be at the Trial?” He shook his head. 
“Star and Maxian are sharing, but both The Master and Davros 
will be sentenced to Temporal Purgatorium, even though they 
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deserve vaporisation. I just wanted to say Thankyou before I 
left.” He gave her a tired smile, then left her to her thoughts and 
the task of restoration ahead. 
 
 
 

EPILOGUE 
 
Star breathed again. She left the alcove, having set Protocols for 
it to operate without her, though a cerebral implant kept her 
linked. But she felt different. She had two hearts. She checked her 
appearance to see long, flowing red hair, somehow the machine 
had made her regenerate. 
The Doctor was with Maxian, Tori and The CyberDoctor just 
outside. He smiled. “Like the new look.” He commentated. 
“Thank you, thought I’d let you know the Dimensional Gateway 
is established.” 
He rubbed his hands together in glee. 
“Right, let’s get going. I’m sure you’ll be fine sorting out the 
CIA.” He told Maxian, shaking his hand. Then he turned to the 
CyberDoctor. “Are you sure you won’t come with us?” 
“No, I want to stay, help the BTA track down this Cult of 
Davros,  and try to stay away from some place called 
Trenzalore if I can.” 
The Doctor nodded and led the way into the STARDIS. 
 
They stood there, a Timelord, a Timelady and a 
Transdimensional superbeing in the form of a Human Teenager. 
“Ready to rockn’roll Doc?” Tori asked with a cheeky grin. 
“By all means, just kindly refrain from addressing me as ‘Doc’.” 
Star smiled, activating the controls. The Time/Dimension ship 
left Gallifrey and the galaxy behind, slipping Sideways in Time 
through a doorway into another universe and the Great 
Unknown that lay beyond. 
 
 
A NEW ADVENTURE BEGINS!!! 
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